
Spring is in the air!
For your furry friends it can mean a whole host of new 

find out how to keep your pet safe during this time of year!

Toxins, toxins,
toxins!

Items that are toxic to your 
pet can be found everywhere

from those pretty flowers in 
your yard to candy in your 
child’s Easter basket. Here is a 
short list of what to watch out 
for:

 Lilies
 Tulips
 Yew
 Cilantro
 Castor Bean
 Azaleas
 Rhododendrons
 Chocolate
 English Ivy
 Oleanders
 Cyclamen
 Amaryllis
 Cleaning products
 Antifreeze
 Pesticides
 Fertilizers
 Plant bulbs
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Spring is in the air!

For your furry friends it can mean a whole host of new hazards, so read on and 
find out how to keep your pet safe during this time of year!

Toxins, toxins,

Items that are toxic to your 
pet can be found everywhere;
rom those pretty flowers in 

to candy in your 
Here is a 

short list of what to watch out 

Other spring time hazards
Toxins aren’t the only thing you should watch 
out for. Pets get into silly things during this 
time of year

 Candy wrappers: can cause intestinal 
blockages

 Parasites: heartworm, intestinal, fleas, 
ticks, mites, etc

 Easter grass: cats love to eat it, but it’s 
dangerous as it can lead to a blockage

 Exercise: after laying around all winter, 
it’s important to ease into exe
order to build muscles before doing 
anything too strenuous

 Cars: with the nice weather and 
abundant wildlife, pets may be more 
inclined to run so be sure to keep pets 
properly confined to prevent 
potentially fatal accident

 Heat: it can be difficult for pets to keep 
cool when the temperature climbs, so be 
sure to offer them a cool place to seek 
refuge and avoid excessive exercise

 Yard: check your yard for possible 
hazards such as mushrooms, moldy 
walnuts and stagnant water
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Denise’s grooming tip of the month!
Yep, it’s that time again… dogs (and cats!) are s

vacuum during this time of year? Simple things can be done at home. Sh
long haired pets, give them a quick brush once daily and cut down on the hair you have to clean up later! Also, 
Espree makes a shedding shampoo that is also supposed to help. Both products can be found in the grooming

department. Finally, a good groom goes a long way. Not only does your pet get a bath, but we also force dry them 
to help thin out the undercoat and reduce sh

The ASPCA has a great 
section of their website 
dedicated to pet hazards 
and toxins. They have an 
entire photo section of 
both toxic and non-toxic 
plants so you can actually 
scan through and SEE
what is harmful to your 
pet! Click HERE to view.

What do you do when your pet has consumed 

First… Identify the toxin. If it is a medication or chemical, be sure to have 
the label and ingredients h
call your veterinarian immediately as time is of the 
with the ingestion of a toxin. Sometimes the veterinarian won’t have the 
specific information on the toxin
for the best recommendation.
be reached at (888) 426

Calendar of 
April 22nd 1-3pm: Veteran’s Best Friend Psychiatr
Program. FREE!
This program is for Veterans who have a service connected mental health 
diagnosis (PTSD, TBI, anxiety, depression) and are 
how a Psychiatric Service Dog can help in their recovery
dog that will be trained & placed with a Veteran in need of a dog. K9 
Coaches, 800 W. Bagley Rd., Berea. www.VeteransBestFriend.org

Jesse: 216-299-9694; Lisa: 216-390
email: VeteransBestFriend@hotmail.com.

April 28th 12-4pm: Training Techniques for Better Bird Beh
Community Center. Cost $20
PEAC: The Parrot Education and Adoption Center of Cleveland is 
hosting an educational lecture by Lara Joseph, well known bird 
behaviorist and trainer. Registration is required by April 20
http://clevelandpeac.org/seminarregister.htm
to register. 

FACEBOOK TRIVIA TIME! Ok, for you new players here is
have the answer to the question, post it on our Facebook and the first correct 
answer gets a $10 AAMC gift card! BUT… you need to post BOTH the question 
and the answer to get credit. Find us at 
Q: Name 10 symptoms of hyperthermia (heat stroke) in dogs, wh
body temperature range and what is the body temperature that can be fatal?

This month’s CUTE FACE 
belongs to Mollie, a SUPER 

cute little Sheltie that 
loves to hang out in the 
woods in the back yard!

Denise’s grooming tip of the month!
Yep, it’s that time again… dogs (and cats!) are shedding like crazy! So, what can you do to help spare your 

vacuum during this time of year? Simple things can be done at home. Shedding blades work wonderfully for the 
long haired pets, give them a quick brush once daily and cut down on the hair you have to clean up later! Also, 

ding shampoo that is also supposed to help. Both products can be found in the grooming
department. Finally, a good groom goes a long way. Not only does your pet get a bath, but we also force dry them 

to help thin out the undercoat and reduce shedding. Thanks for reading,   Denise

What do you do when your pet has consumed 
something that may be toxic?

First… Identify the toxin. If it is a medication or chemical, be sure to have 
the label and ingredients handy. For plants, try to identify the plant. Next, 
call your veterinarian immediately as time is of the 
with the ingestion of a toxin. Sometimes the veterinarian won’t have the 
specific information on the toxin and you will be referred
for the best recommendation. For your records, ASPCA Poison Control can 
be reached at (888) 426-4435.

Calendar of Events
Veteran’s Best Friend Psychiatric Service Dog Training 

This program is for Veterans who have a service connected mental health 
diagnosis (PTSD, TBI, anxiety, depression) and are interested in learning 
how a Psychiatric Service Dog can help in their recovery. For anyone interested in opening their hearts & homes to a 
dog that will be trained & placed with a Veteran in need of a dog. K9 

www.VeteransBestFriend.org. 
390-2754. 

email: VeteransBestFriend@hotmail.com.

: Training Techniques for Better Bird Behavior; Solon 

Parrot Education and Adoption Center of Cleveland is 
hosting an educational lecture by Lara Joseph, well known bird 
behaviorist and trainer. Registration is required by April 20th, go to 

velandpeac.org/seminarregister.htm for more information or 

FACEBOOK TRIVIA TIME! Ok, for you new players here is how it works. If you 
have the answer to the question, post it on our Facebook and the first correct 
answer gets a $10 AAMC gift card! BUT… you need to post BOTH the question 
and the answer to get credit. Find us at www.facebook.com/animalandavian

Name 10 symptoms of hyperthermia (heat stroke) in dogs, what is the normal 
body temperature range and what is the body temperature that can be fatal?

This month’s CUTE FACE 
belongs to Mollie, a SUPER 

cute little Sheltie that 
loves to hang out in the 

ods in the back yard!
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long haired pets, give them a quick brush once daily and cut down on the hair you have to clean up later! Also, 
ding shampoo that is also supposed to help. Both products can be found in the grooming

department. Finally, a good groom goes a long way. Not only does your pet get a bath, but we also force dry them 
g. Thanks for reading,   Denise

What do you do when your pet has consumed 
something that may be toxic?

First… Identify the toxin. If it is a medication or chemical, be sure to have 
andy. For plants, try to identify the plant. Next, 

call your veterinarian immediately as time is of the essence when dealing 
with the ingestion of a toxin. Sometimes the veterinarian won’t have the 

and you will be referred to poison control 
ASPCA Poison Control can 

or anyone interested in opening their hearts & homes to a 

how it works. If you 
have the answer to the question, post it on our Facebook and the first correct 
answer gets a $10 AAMC gift card! BUT… you need to post BOTH the question 

www.facebook.com/animalandavian.
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